
Piston rings are cut for multiple reasons :

To allow the ring to make constant sealing contact on the cylinder bore as the ring wears
over time
To maintain sealing along the stroke even on unevenly worn cylinder bores
To provide end clearance as the ring material increases in circumference as the ring
heats to the higher average cylinder temperatures
For ease of installation over the piston and into the grooves

Piston rings are typically made with an angle cut which allows for thermal growth while also
minimizing the gas passage width. Minimizing the gas passage width results in lower leakage
to maximize the cylinder capacity. In the past it was common to alternate the direction of the
angle cuts (“left hand” and “right hand”) which was thought to reduce leakage by creating a
more indirect gas path.
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However, through long term use in the �eld and monitoring performance studies it has been
proven that alternating the direction of the cuts does not in�uence the cylinder
leakage . Therefore, all the piston rings can be standardized and manufactured more
e�ciently . The piston ring angle cuts will be manufactured in one angle direction unless
speci�cally directed by our customers . Non- standard designs will require di�erent part
numbers and may increase the price .

Non- Alternate Cut Piston Rings

Alternate Cut Piston Rings - Performance Analysis
Recent testing by CPI at their R&D laboratory in Feignies, France has challenged long-
standing beliefs and practices in the industry .
It has been demonstrated that producing and alternating the direction of piston ring gaps for
a set of piston rings does not have any impact on compressor capacity and performance .
The tests were conducted on CPI’s test compressor illustrated below:



The summarized results from these controlled tests are presented below:

Test Conditions

Howden Uptime Compressor Performance Data



Finally, when installing the piston rings into the piston ring grooves, it is generally
recommended to alternate the circumferential location of the individual ring gaps to prevent
any direct alignment of all the gaps at startup . However, during normal operation the gap
locations will change over time because the piston rings are free to rotate .
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